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 Welcome to ILPD!

The Institute of Legal Practice  and 
Development (ILPD) plays a vital role 
in the development of the Rwandan  
Justice and Legal Systems. ILPD is 
more than eight years old, with many 
hundreds of lawyers, judges  and 
prosecutors have attended its courses. 
It  runs  two major postgraduate 
Diplomas; on Legal practice (DLP) 
for judges, prosecutors and lawyers, 
and on Legislative Drafting (DLD) 
for government lawyers and others 
responsible for drafting.

ILPD also runs a wide range of 
continuing legal education (CLE) 
courses to ensure that all legal 
professionals are kept up to date and 
have opportunities to refresh and 
develop their skills. These courses run 
in Nyanza, Kigali and Musanze and 
are given by ILPD’s external faculty 
of trainers who are experienced legal 
professionals, and by international 
trainers.

ILPD is now the research centre of 
the justice sector, conducting funded  
research projects on a range of issues 
relating to justice policy, including 
alternatives to imprisonment,

and end to end mapping of the 
justice systems.
ILPD is now attracting worldwide 
attention with its innovative 
approaches to training and reputation 
for effective, high quality courses. 

Students from other East African 
countries are now discovering and 
attending its courses and ILPD 
aspires to meet the needs of lawyers 
and judges throughout East Africa.  
ILPD is Ihuriro- a meeting place- 
where different branches of the legal 
profession, different legal traditions-
Common law, Civilian and traditional 
can meet and learn from each other.

Please read this prospectus and dis-
cover our wide range of courses. The 
list is constantly being added to, and 
if you need a course which does not 
currently appear in our prospectus, 
do not hesitate to contact us to see if 
we can help.

Aimable Havugiyaremye
 Ag. Rector ILPD

      A MESSAGE FROM THE RECTOR:
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The Institute of Legal Practice and 
Development (ILPD) is based in 
Nyanza district, Southern province 
in the Republic of Rwanda. It was 
established by law as an institution 
of higher learning and has been 
in operation since 2008. The 
establishment of this Institute was 
part of the implementation of the 
judicial reforms that the Government 
of Rwanda embarked on in 2001. 
To meet the demand for a legal 
workforce with enhanced skills, ILPD 
was assigned the task of providing 
the relevant training.

    MISSION
The mission of the institute is:
a) To contribute to the development of 
justice in Rwanda and the region 
through:

- Offering initial professional training 
to persons holding bachelor’s
degree in law; in particular by offering 
post graduate program to
judges, prosecutors, lawyers, bailiffs, 
notaries, etc, to bring their
quality to international standards.

- Offering continuing legal education 
in order to improve knowledge
and skills for other personnel in the 
justice sector, in particular by

offering training to clerks, criminal 
investigating officers,
mediators and all other personnel 
dealing with legal matters in
different ministries and institutions, 
public as well as private.
b) To conduct legal research.
c) To contribute to the development 
and dissemination of the law.

        VISION 

The vision of the institute is to “become 
a practical school for all legal
professionals in a spirit of excellence, 
independence and service to the
community, drawing from the diversity 
and richness of the civil and common
law traditions”.

EAST AFRICA AND A GLOBAL 
PERSPECTIVE

ILPD’s objective is to become an 
‘‘IHURIRO’’, i.e. a meeting place for 
legal professionals from Rwanda, 
the region, and Africa, as well as 
the rest of the world.  ILPD is active 
in organizations that link the East 
African judicial training institutes. It 
is also a member of the International 
Organization for Judicial Training 
(IOJT), a global body linking judicial 
training institutes around the world.  Iit 
is attracting students from other East 
African countries to its courses..

INTRODUCTION
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ILPD offers two residential 
postgraduate programmes:

II.1.  The Diploma in Legal Practice

The Background

The new Bar Association law, and 
other legislation governing judges 
and prosecutors, effectively makes 
the DLP compulsory for practice, 
subject to certain restrictions. In 
theory, that means that all lawyers, 
judges and prosecutors from the 
Supreme Court downward are 
required by law to take the DLP 
unless they are exempt from DLP 
courses. 
The DLP is a postgraduate 
professional training course which is 
designed to give lawyers prosecutors 
and judges the skills and knowledge 
they need for practice. An equivalent 
requirement to take a postgraduate 
training qualification has been law 
in Uganda and Kenya (and in most 
other countries) for over 40 years and 
is required by EAC law. Rwanda’s 
history has delayed this until now.
The Institute of Legal Practice and 
Development (ILPD) is rising to this 
challenge and planning to deal with 
this major surge in demand. 
It is expanding beyond its Nyanza 
base.

 It has developed four new modes for 
the Diploma apart from the full time 
mode in Nyanza. All four modes will 
have the same learning outcomes 
but will be delivered in different ways 
to different groups within the market 
which have differing needs. The four 
new modes are week-end program in 
INES-Ruhengeri, starting in February 
2015 and Nyanza based week-end 
program which started in November 
2014, an evening mode that started 
in February 2014; a work based 
learning mode began in March 2013 
whereas an Executive mode began 
in March 2014 and the next intake is 
expected to start in march. 

   a.  Work based Learning Mode

The WBLM is a complex course 
involving students from three 
different professions.  It includes a 
mixture of formal learning and Work 
Based Learning (“WBL”).  The WBL 
model is new to the legal professions 
in Rwanda.  The fact that the WBLM 
has happened at all is the result of 
Professor Nick Johnson’s vision 
combined with the commitment, 
adaptability and generosity of spirit of 
all those involved; students, mentors, 
ILPD staff and employers.  

I.PRACTICAL SKILLS TRAINING AND COURSES
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From the FTM mid-term assessment 
the ILPD Consultant made in May 2013, 
91% of students agree or strongly 
agree that the WBLM helps them to 
be more informed and effective at 
work.  In formal interviews and informal 
discussion students have expressed 
real enthusiasm about work issues to 
the consultant.  There is, therefore, 
quantitative and qualitative evidence 
that the WBLM is being successful 
in delivering skills development for 
established professionals.
 
ILPD has launched the second intake of 
WBLM in August 2014 with 61 mentees 
allocated to 9 mentors. It is notable that 
the mentors have to work hard to try 
and ensure that their mentees comply 
with the requirements of the course.  
In some cases mentees and mentors 
have described the mutual benefit of 
sharing experience and developing 
practice.  This demonstrates the 
“added value” that courses of this 
nature can bring.  It is to be hoped that 
this level of professional engagement 
will be maintained in the future.

The WBLM becomes a reality thanks 
to the completion of learning logs. 
Indeed, each module is organized in 
a way that the formal learning informs 
the work based tasks. They should 
all be in conformity with the module 
learning outcomes.

Each module is taught in four weeks,
including one week of formal learning 
and three weeks of work based tasks 
under the mentorship of a hierarchical 
professional identified by ILPD and 
her stakeholders. In such a way, the 
mentee gets feedback from each 
work based task, which allows them 
to make a real reflection on how the 
module matches with their daily 
activities at work.

The WBLM is bringing the ILPD closer 
to the professions.  It is providing 
a driving force to move away from 
a didactic approach towards the 
development of new ways of teaching 
applied knowledge and practical 
skills.

b.   Executive Mode

The Diploma in Legal Practice was 
planned in 2008 as an initial training 
programme for new law graduates prior 
to going into practice. Eventually, after 
elimination of the backlog of practising 
lawyers and other professionals who 
do not have the DLP, that is what it will 
become. Ultimately there will be an 
orderly progression from University, 
to ILPD for the DLP and only then will 
intending lawyers join the Bar and 
begin practice. That is what happens 
in most other countries.

4
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However this is for the future and 
ILPD has to deal with the present. The 
range of experience amongst those 
who are obliged by law to take the 
DLP is great. ILPD does not think it 
appropriate to teach fresh graduates 
and Supreme Court judges together 
in one  group and that is why it has 
differentiated distinct categories 
within the market  and responded to 
their particular needs with different 
DLP modes. This paper describes 
the ILPD response to the “top end” 
of the legal market. That response is 
the Executive mode of the DLP.

Who is eligible for the Executive 
Mode?

The criterion for eligibility is that 
candidates for inclusion will be 
senior lawyers or judges who can 
demonstrate that, by virtue of their 
experience, they  have already in 
part achieved the learning outcomes 
for the DLP. There will be a variety of 
ways that this can be demonstrated. 
Firstly, by virtue of considerable 
experience of practice at a senior 
level. Secondly by involvement in 
the DLP, for example, by acting as 
a mentor on the FTM. Thirdly by 
significant amounts of teaching on 
the DLP, e.g. the teaching staff of 
ILPD who do not yet have the DLP.

This will include a variety of categories:
• All Supreme Court and High 

Court judges
• The Prosecutor General and 

National Prosecutors
• Senior members of the Kigali Bar 

Association , including those who 
have involvement in the DLP

• Assistant Attorney Generals and 
other senior Government lawyers

• Teaching staff of ILPD and 
members of the external Faculty 
of ILPD who have had significant 
involvement in teaching the DLP.

It follows from the diversity of experience 
in these groups that different people 
on the course will have different areas 
and forms of experience. This fact will 
be recognised in two main ways. Firstly 
by utilising one of the key elements of 
most Executive programmes which is 
Peer learning. Collectively, members 
of the Executive programme will be an 
unrivalled powerhouse of knowledge 
and experience of Rwandan law, 
justice and legal skills. Peer learning 
puts that individual knowledge and 
experience at the service of all 
Executive programme members. 
Primarily, they will learn from each 
other under the guidance of expert 
facilitators. Further, the deliberations of 
such an august group of lawyers could 
provide important new knowledge and 
policy for the Rwandan justice and 
legal systems.

5
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An example of this could be the 
module on the criminal process. It 
would be a waste of everyone’s time 
to teach the elementary aspects of 
the criminal process to senior actors 
within it. However, ILPD has recently 
completed an important piece of 
research (“End to end mapping of 
the criminal process”) on criminal 
justice. One of its key findings has 
been that the different institutions of 
the criminal justice system do not link 
very effectively as a chain and have 
strong institutional objectives rather 
than system objectives.

Working groups of senior 
practitioners, drawn from different 
parts of the system could study 
these findings and make practical 
proposals for improvement in 
different areas. Besides being a 
valid interpretation of the learning 
objectives, we would contend that 
this can be a valuable “think tank” 
for the Rwandan legal and justice 
systems.

Secondly, as part of the selection 
process, each candidate will 
complete a detailed form which 
catalogues their experience and 
the gaps in their experience. These 
strengths and weaknesses will 
be assessed by using the DLP 
learning outcomes as a template to 

create Individual Learning Contracts 
(ILCs) for the candidates. These 
contracts will outline a pathway for 
each student through the learning 
outcomes of the DLP. 
They will also indicate how the learning 
hours required for a postgraduate 
Diploma will be used.  The features of 
these ILCs will be:

To identify areas where the candidate 
can demonstrate his or her special 
expertise either by planning and taking 
a leading role in a session on the 
Executive programme or by teaching 
a subject on the wider DLP;
To identify areas of weakness which 
require special or additional learning, 
perhaps by completion of a special 
assignment;

To identify groups or teams within 
the Executive programme to which 
the candidate can make a special 
contribution.
To gain the candidate’s binding 
commitment to Executive programme 
activities both within and outside the 
classroom.

The ILCs will be formal documents 
which will bind the candidates and 
admission to the programme will be 
subject to agreement on them. Ideally 
they should be counter signed by the 
head of their profession such as the 
Chief Justice or Batonnier.

6
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How  the Executive programme 
works?

It follows from the diversity of 
experience amongst those eligible 
for the Executive programme that we 
will work hard to achieve a balanced 
group who can learn from each other 
as well benefit from experts coming 
from outside the group. We would aim 
for a balanced group of 32 to enable 
easy division into groups.
Each person would be a member 
of two groups: the first would be 
profession specific, the second would 
be mixed professions. The learning 
would take a variety of forms:

• Each student would be required 
to complete a reflective journal 
which related their learning 
to professional activities. This 
journal would be treated by ILPD 
with complete confidentiality 
and only examined by a defined 
person or group of persons;

• The Executive group would meet 
one day a week with a clear 
agenda and defined preparation 
which would be completed by 
the participants. Where possible, 
international experts will be used 
to give the students a comparative 
perspective on their professional 
activities. Normally the Executive 
group would meet in Kigali but on 

occasions (to use LexisNexis 
for example) Nyanza might be 
appropriate. For each session, 
there would be a rapporteur 
whose job would be to write a 
report of the proceedings;

• 
• Individual learning tasks defined 

in the ILC would be undertaken 
by each member. These would 
include teaching assignments;

• Group activities would include 
group reports to the wider 
Executive group for critical 
examination in a seminar.

• Research activities to 
demonstrate full research 
competence

• There are nine modules for the 
DLP and for each one there 
will be four day sessions + the 
other activities. In our planning, 
we are basing ourselves on the 
premise that, since candidates 
will have in part achieved the 
learning outcomes for the DLP, 
the learning hours can be 
reduced by about a third. That 
would mean that we would 
fulfil the HEC requirement of 
120 credits by providing 100 
learning hours per module 
of which 30 would be formal 
teaching time.

7
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c.   Weekend and Evening 
programs

ILPD is charged with the task of 
servicing a larger backlog of our 
professionals who are in need of 
the Diploma in Legal Practice (DLP) 
following the coming into force of 
the new Rwanda Bar Association 
law which has made it obligatory for 
lawyers in practice to acquire the 
Diploma in Legal Practice within a 
period of three years to come.

In view of the difficulty that would 
hinder the lawyers in the provinces 
from attending the full time course 
in Nyanza or following the evening 
program in Kigali because they 
cannot leave their work stations and 
go that far to attend  the course, 
ILPD signed a memorundum of 
understanding and further an 
greement with INES-Ruhengeri 
for an off-cumpus studying 
arrangement which would allow 
use the infrustructure belonging 
to INES and situated in MUSANZE 
to deliver the DLP course to those 
in the Nothern Province, the same 
program is  conducted in nyanza at 
the ILPD premises to severv those in 
the southern province and the same 
will be done in the easten province 
in future.
ILPD already developed a part-time 

programme for lawyers which is taking 
place in the evenings of working days 
in Kigali.  We would like to duplicate 
this part–time programme with slight 
modifications as to the timetable so as 
to create the weekend programmes to 
be delivered at INES- Ruhengeri and 
ILPD-Nyanza.This will help us to use 
of the same trainers from the part-time 
programme in Kigali who will deliver 
the programme during the weekend 
in Musanze and Nyanza.
The contact hours (face to face) 
with the trainers will be the same 
as is the case in the part-time 
programme operating in Kigali. Then 
other activities will be performed by 
the students while they are at their 
work place as per the programme 
specification.

8
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CORE 
SIX

MODULES

Module 1: 
General Legal 
Culture

This module aims at enabling the trainees to grasp 
and apply constitutional principles governing the EAC, 
acquire general knowledge on common law and civilian 
legal procedures, general IT and research methodology 
skills,  legal English and legal professional ethics.

Module 2: 
Interviewing 
and 
Negotiation

This module aims at enabling students to conduct 
interviews with clients and witnesses effectively and 
efficiently; and to use negotiation in order to obtain for 
clients the best achievable terms in contracts and other 
transactions. It will therefore also serve as a foundation 
for other, later modules which deal with specific areas of 
practice for which these skills are particularly important.

Module 3: 
Drafting

This module aims at enabling students to understand 
the principles and purposes which govern the drafting 
of any legal document, with a specific emphasis on 
contracts and legislations; and to equip the students 
with the required skills to draft such documents for 
themselves, and to a standard that they will be expected 
to achieve in practice.

Module 4: 
Criminal 
Process

This module aims at enabling the trainees to understand 
the pre-trial process, criminal dossier preparation, to 
select the criminal charges, to evaluate the evidence 
and to prepare a criminal defence case.

Module 5: 
Pleading and 
moot court

This module aims at enabling the trainees to identify 
key issues in a case, to research the law and procedure 
on the relevant issues, to present a persuasive and 
coherent argument to the court.

Module 6: 
Alternative 
Dispute 
Resolution

This module aims at equipping students with knowledge 
and understanding of the potential advantages and 
disadvantages of the processes – negotiation, mediation 
and arbitration - which are available, as an alternative 
to adjudication by a court, in resolving disputes. It will, 
therefore, equip them with the ability to decide on which 
process to adopt in any particular case; 

d.    Description of DLP Modules

9
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and with the skills which they will require to 
assist their clients in using these processes.

JUGDES  
SPECIALI-
SATION

Module7: 
Procedure in civil 
and criminal cases

This module aims at enabling the trainees to 
establish a thorough understanding of the 
professional conduct and ethics for judges, to 
conduct civil and criminal cases according to 
the legal procedures laid down, to research 
sufficiently in resolving legal issues.

Module 8:Trial 
management

This module aims at enabling the trainees 
to handle cases as judges effectively and 
efficiently; to conduct a hearing; to manage court 
proceedings and show sound administration.

Module 9: 
Judgment Writing 
and Delivery

This module aims at enabling the trainees to 
draft good judgments; to apply the law and use 
precedents in judgment writing.

P R O S E C -
TORS
S P E C I A L I -
SATION

Module 7: 
Prosecution 
Preparation 1

This module introduces trainees to the 
investigative work of prosecutors and the 
relationship between prosecution and judicial 
police. It also introduces trainees to a practical 
and efficient method of retrieving information 
from witnesses. Lastly, the module takes trainees 
through the steps of identifying witnesses and 
vulnerable victims for trial and includes case 
studies.

Module 8: 
Prosecution 
Preparation 2

This module seeks to develop trainees’ 
knowledge of evidence law and the ability 
to understand how it operates in practice. It 
covers skills and techniques required in respect 
of crime investigation. It strongly focuses on 
research, case analysis and problem- 

10
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solving. The module also aims to ensure that 
students fully understand the sentences which 
courts can impose for different offences and the 
changing emphasis from custodial to other forms 
of sentence. Lastly, the module provides a basic 
guide to preparation of a criminal trial from the 
perspective of the prosecutor.

Module 9: Trial This module is aimed at enabling the students to 
understand the key principles underpinning the 
concept of fair trial and to assess its impact on 
the criminal process. The module also enables 
students to present facts and evidence, examine 
(question) witnesses, make final submissions for 
the sentence, and appeal against the judgment.

ADVOCATES
SPECIALISA-
TION

Module 7: Court 
Advocacy

This module aims at giving the students a hands-
on experience in the everyday practice of the 
work as a lawyer. Topics to be dealt with are: 
Strategies for Developing argument; Courtroom 
Presentation Strategies,Evidence and preparation 
of witnesses, EAC freedom of establishment of a 
law firm.

Module 8: Prop-
erty and Family 
Transactions

This module aims at giving a hands-on experience 
in the everyday practice of the work as a lawyer. 
Topics to be dealt with are: land registration, land 
allocation,lease and management,expropriation 
law, commercial leases and distribution of family 
property.

Module 9: 
Practice 
Management

This module will focus on the following areas of 
professional practice: Advocates’ collaborations 
and forms of associations, setting up a law firm, 
management of the law firm, dealing with clients’ 
money, marketing, client care and EAC freedom 
of establishment of a law firm.

 

11
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e.   Attendance and course work

Coursework must be submitted by the 
due date.
 Late or non-submission will lead to 
a grade of zero.  Exceptions for both 
attendance and coursework will be 
made on a case-by-case basis. 
As an academic oriented research 
paper has been phased out, in each 
module students are required to write 
down at least one research exercise 
in appropriate forms that help them 
to acquire skills in professional 
reporting.

Attendance at lectures, seminars, 
and practical sessions is obligatory 
and will be monitored.  Candidates 
who attend less than 80% of 
such sessions are excluded 
from the module exam.  In each 
module candidates are assessed 
on completion of all exercises, 
participation, practical skills, and 
oral and written assignments, 
such as Moot Court and individual 
presentations.

Chart explaining how modules are tought 

12
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I.    Residential(Full Time)
         School fees : 1, 000,000 Rwandan Francs 
         Accommodation : 349,000 Rwandan Francs
         Catering services : To be negotiated with the service provider 

II.    Work Base Learning 
         School fees : 1,150,000 Rwandan Francs ( Mentorship fees 650,000Rfw, tuition 
500,000 Rwandan Francs)
III.   Executive Mode 
           School fees : 1, 500,000 Rwandan Francs
IV.     Evening program   
         School fees : 1, 000,000 Rwandan Francs
V.    Weekend Program 
         School fees : 1, 100,000 Rwandan Francs

Fees Structure For Diploma In Legal Practice

court and internship cover 15%, 
each.
                                                    
g.   Internship

After the conclusion of the course 
modules, all students with less 
than 5 years of professional 
experience must complete a 
3-month internship.  The internship, 
done under the supervision of a 
mentor for 3 months, ends with the 
Internship Report submitted by 
candidates.

Note: Each module teaching is 
complemeted by public lecture 
conducted by an experienced 
professional.

f.   Module assessment

The assessment consists of three 
elements:
• Continuous assessment: assign-

ments maximum 25%;
• Research exercises 25%;
• Written exam counting up for a 

maximum of 50%

There is a week of exams at the end 
of each set of three modules.  The first 
two days of the week are for revision 
and the last three days for exams, 
one per day. Module trainers mark the 
exams within two weeks of the exam 
date.
These three components cover 70% 
of a DLP student’s final grade. Moot 

13
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outcomes). 
The proposal of the new curriculum 
was submitted to the ILPD academic 
senate and the latter adopted the new 
curriculum of the DLD. The new DLP 
programme is now composed of 12 
modules instead of 17 modules. In the 
following table I will show the names 
of all modules, trainers who were 
involved in the teaching of DLD last 
intake and some proposals of trainers 
in the next DLD.

An important aspect of the DLD 
is the assessment of student 
performance during the programme 
(continuous assessment), rather 
than testing knowledge and skills 
at the end of the whole programme.

The assessment strategy includes a 
pre-test or opening essay/exercise, 
followed by a mid-term assessment 
either in the form of a test or a 
project, and concludes with a final 
exam/project and also a substantial 
written assignment or dissertation. 
All assessments, whether tests, 
essays or projects, will take into 
account the knowledge and skills 
that are the teaching goals of the 
diploma programme, focusing 
on the skills acquired during the 
training.

a.  DLP Modules

When the DLD started in 2012 at 
ILPD the whole programme was 
composed of 17 modules.  The 
ILPD DLD coordination and trainers 
suggested that it could be better if 
the DLP CURRICULUM is revisited 
in order to tackle 
the problem of inconsistency in 
modules contents (some modules 
had the same contents and learning 

II.2.  The Diploma in Legislative Drafting (DLD)
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DLD PROVISIONAL TEACHING PROGRAMME

Module Topic(s) taught
1.General  Context of
 Legislation

(a).Overview of the modules in the diploma course
(b)Administrative and housekeeping  issues
(c) What is meant by legislation and legislative 
drafting?
(d)Comparative analysis of common law and civil law
(e)Role of the legislative drafter within the legislative 
process in Rwanda
(a)A history of laws and legislation in Rwanda and 
the EAC
(b) Sources, types and hierarchy of law in Rwanda
(c)Legislative process and procedures in Rwanda
(d)Fundamentals of Rwandan law
(e) Fundamentals of EAC law

2. Professional Responsibility (a) The role of drafter
(b)The professional responsibilities of drafters
(c) Conflicts of interest
(d)The boundaries within which drafters must 
operate.
(e) Practical ways to anticipate, avoid, and resolve 
professional responsibility problems (specifically, 
self-preservation for the drafter).

3. Policy Development and 
the Problem Solving

(a) Introduction to the Problem-Solving Approach to 
legislation.
(b) Identifying the problem as a step of the problem-
solving approach
(c) Explanations as a step of problem solving

Approach (d)Monitoring and evaluation as a step of problem 
solving
Public lecture on policy development from a 
Rwandan practical approach

4.Research before  Drafting 
and Use of IT

(a)Putting draft legislation in context
(b)Identify and use legal research resources
(c)Sources of comparative law

15
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(a)Best practice for computer filing
(b)The Legislative Drafting Support System (Efficient office 
standards and procedures);
(c)Use of forms and templates; Tracking the status of legislation 
in Rwanda) 
Legal research

5.Fundamental 
Principles of 
Drafting Legislation

(a)The legislative sentence, including its syntax and style
(b)Legislative style of writing
(c)Ways to achieve clarity in drafting
(d)The plain-language style of drafting
(e)Importance of consistency in terminology, usage, and style
(f)Legislative drafting rules and conventions used in Rwanda
(g)Legislative drafting rules and conventions used in Rwanda, 
the East African Community, and the Commonwealth of Nations

6.Subsidiary 
Legislation

(a)Terminology
(b)Regulations and rulemaking
(c)Special considerations when drafting regulations and other 
subsidiary legislation. 
(d) Adherence to the authorizing law. 
(e) The application and enforcement of legislation. 
(f) Delegation of authority. Limitations on delegation of authority. 
(g) Sub national legislation (for example, regional or local). 
Authority, methods, and processes. 

7. Organization 
and Structure of 
Legislation

(a)Organization generally
(b)Hierarchy and numbering of the parts of a law or regulation.
(c)Building blocks of legislation.
(d)Grouping and ordering of provisions.
(e)Using reading aids, like tables of contents and headings, to 
assist understanding the structure and content of legislation.
(f)Basic structure of a legislative document
(g)Detailed structure of a legislative document

8.Amendment and 
Repeal

a)Terminology
(b)Different types or categories of amendments
(c)What to do when the draft legislation conflicts with existing law
(d)Methods of amendment
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(e)Drafting amendatory (amending) or repealing 
language
(f)The mechanics of amendment.
(g)Judicial decisions as a source of law (and 
changes to law through interpretation) (h)
Codification, consolidation, law reform, and law 
revision
(i)Publishing compilations of laws

9.Statutory Interpretation a)Relationship between legislative drafting and 
statutory interpretation. 
(b)How is legislation (in general, not a specific 
draft) interpreted in Rwanda? 
(c) Understanding how the target “audience” for 
the legislation will interpret the legislative language. 
(d)Who is interpreting a legislative document? The 
drafters and policymakers. The persons subject to 
regulation under the law. The governmental agency 
implementing the law. (e)The courts interpreting the 
law. 
(f)Who does the interpretation in practice? 
(g)What improvements could be made to aid in 
statutory interpretation in Rwanda? 
(h)Rules of construction and general principles 
(canons) of statutory interpretation, in line with 
international norms and consistent with relevant 
canons of interpretation developed judicially in 
common law countries

10.International Instruments (a)Types of international instruments. 
(b)Terminology of international instruments. 
(c)Role of international organizations. 
(d)Processes and procedures applicable to 
international instruments in Rwanda. 
(e) International instruments applicable to Rwanda. 
(f)Sources and methods for researching 
international instruments. 
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(g)Legislative obligations under international instruments. 
(Harmonization, domestication.) 
(h)Compliance with (non legislative) obligations under international 
instruments. 
(i)Interpretation of international instruments, in accordance with 
applicable international law, such as the Vienna Convention on 
the Law of Treaties, 1969 and other interpretation by relevant 
international organizations. 
(j)Considerations regarding East African Community treaties 
and obligations (for example, regional economic integration and 
drafting of laws)

11.Good 
Governance

(a)Principle of the separation of powers (legislative, executive, 
and judicial authorities). What is the significance of separation 
of powers? How is this applicable in Rwanda? Are there areas of 
power overlaps in Rwanda? 
(b)Oversight of the Government by the Parliament (and the courts). 
(c) Public participation in the law-making process
 (e)The importance of a “paper trail” for the sake of openness, and 
for better interpretation of legislation. 
(f)Openness through reporting. 
(g) Drafter’s accountability. 

12.Translat ion 
Matters

(1)Rules regarding inconsistencies among the different language 
versions. 
(2)Rules regarding drafting, consideration, approval, and 
publication in multiple official languages. 
(3)Understanding the meaning in the principle drafting language. 
(4) Consultation with drafter(s). The drafter’s responsibility to assist 
translator(s). 
(5)Translation standards and consistency. 
(6)Matters of layout and style when dealing with multiple languages. 
(7) Official (and unofficial) translations of international instruments. 
Who does the official translation? What to do when there is not a 
version in one or more official language. 
(8)Translation issues in the laws of other East African countries. 
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b. Adminssion requirements 

The Diploma in Legal Practice 
at the ILPD is offered to judges, 
prosecutors, judiciary police 
officers, attorneys and all law 

graduates.
The Diploma in Legislative Drafting is 
offered to drafters from government 
agencies, as well as from the private 
institutions.

Continuing education is 
understood to mean education 
and training for adult learners 
beyond that provided in traditional 
undergraduate and graduate 
education. Continuing education 
expands and keeps current 
knowledge attained in degree 
programs and designed to 
sustain learning and knowledge 
acquisition related to specific 
professions. 

The Institute offers Continuing 
Legal Education (CLE) courses to 
judges, prosecutors, and lawyers. 
It also organises tailor-made 
short course for public officers 
and other similar candidates. 
These courses serve to improve 
administrative capacity within 
the justice sector and bolster law 
enforcement, ultimately benefiting 
the country as a whole. 
ILPD aims to improve 
understanding of the law and the 

efficiency of CLE participants in 
the performance of their duties.
Many professions recommend 
or require continuing education 
as a means for members of the 
profession to stay current on best 
practices, policy changes, and 
research findings. This includes 
professions relevant to the 
academic offerings of ILPD

Continuing Legal Education 
(CLE) is professional education of 
lawyers, judges and prosecutors 
that takes place after their initial 
admission to the profession or 
bar. In many countries, CLE 
participation is required of 
attorneys to maintain their license 
to practice law. 
While continuing legal education 
was not a requirement to practice 
law, the Rwanda bar association 
has made compulsory legal 
education in the profession.

II.  CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION (CLE)

Growing Continuing Education and Life-Long Learning at ILPD
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CLE Courses offered by ILPD

Continuing Legal Education: Duration Cost
Administrative Law Course 10 days 529,630

Bailiffs and Auctioneer 
Course

25 days -

Interviewing Techniques 5 days 264,815

Pleading Techniques 5 days 264,815

Techniques of Negotiation 5 days 264,815

Techniques of Pleading 5days 264,815

Judging 5 days 264,815

Professional Practice for 
Judges

5 days 264,815

Professional Practice for 
Prosecutors

5 days 264,815

Professional Practice for 
Lawyers

5 days 264,815

Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion

5 days 264,815

Gender-Based Violence 5 days 264,815

Principles of Forensic DNA 
for Officers of the Court, 
prosecution and police

5 days 264,815

International Economic 
Crimes

3 days 158,889

Anti-Money Laundering 5 days 264,815

Initial Training for Judges 15 days 794,445

Initial Training for 
Prosecutors

10 days 529,630

Investigation Techniques 3 days 158,889
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Mediation and other 
Alternative Dispute 
Resolutions

5 days 264,815

Victim and Witness 
Protection

3 days 264,815

Negotiation and Management 
of Contracts

5 days 529,630

International Economic Law - -

Internet Legal Research 3 days 264815

Money Laundering and 
Cyber Crimes

5 days 264,815

Human Rights and Juvenile 
Justice

3 days 158,889

Good Governance, Corrup-
tion and Money Laundering

5 days 264815

Taxation 3 days 108,123

Human Traficking 3 days 158,889

Civil and criminal procedures 5 days 264815
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system and the rule of law in Rwanda 
and the region. Over the past years 
ILPD has gathered significant 
experience in this area.
LPD’s research reports serve as 
a rapid response to the changing 
landscape of legal professions and 
policy making process.

Listed below are some research 
that have been conducted by 
ILPD:

• The impact of gendered legal 
rights to land on the prevalence 
and nature of intra- and inter-
household disputes.  

• Study on the end to end process 
mapping of the criminal Justice 
system in Rwanda

• Study on the alternative to 
the imprisonment in Rwanda 
focusing on the mainstreaming 
of TIG and best practices 
guidelines for Judges in the 
exercise of their discretion 
when imposing non-custodial 
sentences. 

• Study to establish the Cost of 
Settlement and Resolution of a 
Commercial Dispute

• Learning needs assessment to 
determine participant general 
understanding level. 

• Presentation of course syllabus 
with unit learning outcomes 

• Pair and group discussions 
•  Role plays 
• Mock interviews 
• Group presentations 
• Audio visual materials (CDs, films, 

etc) 
• In class exercises and homework 
• Evaluation of course taken in the 

middle and at the end of the course 
•  Certificate of completion 

Our training strategy

• Trained external Faculty in adult 
teaching methodologies

• Class observations
• Evaluation of the course at the end 

of the training
• Consumer perceptions survey. 

  RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS

III. RESEARCH

Research is part of the ILPD’s mission. 
ILPD conducts applied and policy 
relevant legal research that contributes 
to the further development of the legal 

METHODES THAT ARE USED DURING THE TRAINING:
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IV.  STUDENTS SERVICES
Orientation 

The Diploma in Legal Practice at the 
ILPD is offered to judges, prosecutors,
judiciary police officers, attorneys 
and all law graduates. The Diploma 
in Legislative Drafting is offered to 
drafters from government agencies, 
as well as from the private bar.

Computer Laboratories

The ILPD provides well-equipped 
computer laboratories that are 
available to students for internet 
research, assignments and other 
study-related purposes. The computer 
labs also serve as classrooms for ICT 
courses. The IT officer will provide you 
with all information needed for use of 
computers.

Registration

Documents required for registration, to 
be presented to the officer of the DLP 
Coordinator: 
-3 passport photos;
-A certified copy of bachelor’s degree 
in law;
-A copy of the National Identity card/
Passport.
Upon admission and after registration 
the institute will provide you with a 
student card. Your student card is 
multi-purpose. It will allow you to 
access:
-Institute premises;

PUBLICATIONS

ILPD’s publications are standard ref-
erence resources for students, legal 
professionals, policy makers and the 
legal community in general.
Listed below are some books that 
have been published by ILPD:

1. The Rwandan Commercial Law 
Books Series 1. Intellectual 
Property Law, 2013.

2. The Rwandan Commercial 
Law Books Series 2. New Law 
Governing Contracts in Rwanda, 
2013.

3. The Rwandan Commercial 
Law Books Series 3. Rwanda 
Company Law 2009.

4. The Rwandan Commercial Law 
Books Series 4. Rwanda Law of 
Security Interests, 2015.

5. The Rwandan Commercial Law 
Books Series 5. Commercial 
Dispute Resolution

6. The Rwandan Commercial Law 
Books Series 6. Labour Law and 
Labour Relations in Rwanda, 
2015.

7.  Bench book on Gender Based 
Violence, A practical guide 
for the adjudication of Gender 
based violence cases.
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instruction and Students Theses.
•   National Laws through Official 
Gazettes
•   Newspapers and Magazine.

➢   Electronic resources: 
Through ILPD library, our users can 
access a good number of resources 
such as INASP Database.
Users are introduced on how to 
access them during the induction 
week. The library also have some 
CD containing useful legal materials 
which can assist its users.
Access to collection: Access to the 
shelves and collection is free upon 
presentation of 

user card/student card. Of course 
with the assistance of librarians who 
are always there to assist users to 
find what they need. Access and 
use of library resources are subject 
to Library rules and regulations 
available on Institute website and in 
the Library.
Location: The main library is located 
in the old premises of ILPD in Nyanza 
Campus. However the library has 
another branch in Kigali/ILPD 
Campus (Former ICTR-Information 
and Documentation Center, Kiyovu, 
Nyarugenge). 
ILPD students can also access and 
use collections found in INES Library 
and MINIJUST Library

-Examinations;
-Research materials;
-The library and computer rooms of 
the institute.
Admission at ILPD is granted 
without any discrimination.

Library
Mission: ILPD Law Library facilitates 
the academic and research 
functions of ILPD. It also help to 
meet the needs of the public and to 
serve the legal information needs of 
the local community, the region and 
the citizens of Rwanda;
Library collection: The following 
constitute categories of the different 
types of reading materials available 
in the ILPD Library:

➢   Print resources:
 
•   Text Books on all Subject Matter 
in Law. These subjects include 
Legal drafting; International Law; 
Constitutional & Administrative Law, 
Public Finance, Tax, Commerce 
(trade), Industrial Law; Labor, 
Social Service, Education; Criminal 
Law; Private Law; Civil Procedure & 
Courts, etc. Textbooks are in English 
or French. Civil and common law 
materials are available.
•   Reviews and Journals
•   Teaching materials which 
include all reading/research 
materials submitted by the lecturers 
in connection with subjects of 
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Library Opening Hours

The Library normally opens its doors to the public according to the following 
schedule:

           
                       Days                                     Opening Hou
          
                  Monday- Thursday                               7-21h

                         
                       Friday                                              7-17h

                      Weekend                                             8h30-16h

                      Public Holidays                              Closed

Notes: 

•   Closed during lunch break: 
12h00-13h00.
•   The Library can adjust the 
above working hours if necessary 
for users’ convenience in order to 
meet their information needs.
•   ILPD main Library and its Kigali 
branch is open to the public, free 
of charge but subject to library 
usage regulations.

Sports and Culture

The Institute has various sports 
facilities, including basketball and 
volleyball pitches. Activities can 
be arranged in the district stadium 
adjacent to the ILPD, which is open to 
any student wishing to do sports.

rs
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work anywhere in the region.

6 ILPD is innovative; the new 
DLP Work based learning mode 
launched in 2013 for experience 
judge and prosecutors and the 
weekend programs launched in late 
2014 have been enabling the course 
to run alongside their professionals’ 
obligations. 

7. The Continuing Legal Education 
(CLE) courses taught by 
experienced professionals are 
short and intensive and focused 
on areas as diverse and current as 
International Economic Law, Gender 
Based Violence and Cyber Crime, 
they are tailored to our customers’ 
needs.

8. Supplementary English courses 
improve students’ written and 
spoken English to support the 
teaching of the DLP and DLD 
courses. 
9. Enjoy use of ILPD’s excellent 
facilities; a comprehensive law 
library as well as membership of 
the Legal Libraries Consortium 
gives our lawyers access to current 
legal affairs, supported by fantastic 
IT resources. It also has sports 
facilities.

1. ILPD is Rwanda’s first and only 
legal practice institute running 
courses in fundamental legal skills, 
with its Diploma in Legal Practice 
now compulsory for legal practice in 
Rwanda.

2. It is “IHURIRO” – the market place 
of the Rwandan justice system where 
lawyers, judges and prosecutors learn 
together and from each other The ILPD 
has now attracted many students from 
the region.

3. The postgraduate Diploma in 
Legal Practice (DLP) is an essential 
course for professional legal practice. 
It offers practical experience and 
tuition in fundamental legal skills from 
interviewing, negotiation and pleading 
to drafting judgments. 

4. The Diploma in Legislative Drafting 
(DLD) equips legislative drafters with 
crucial skills and experience needed 
to improve the standard of legislative 
drafting in Rwanda and other EAC 
countries.

5. ILPD is unique in the EAC for 
operating within a combination of 
civil and common law systems. This 
enables graduates to improve their 
marketability in the EAC so they can 

TEN REASONS TO STUDY AT ILPD:
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10. Graduates of ILPD return to their 
careers with enhanced skills and valuable 
experience which informs and improves 
their future work. 

  WELCOME AT ILPD!
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For Skills Development of HumanResource in Justice Sector, 

Approach the Institute of Legal Practice and Development (ILPD)

 The Institute of Legal Practice  and Development (ILPD)

REPUBLIC OF RWANDA

Contacts
Tel: (+250) 785 180 496 
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(+250) 788 858 004
(Kigali Office)
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